Abstract: Haasen-Alexander-Sumino model was applied to analyze the effects of the side insulation on thermal stress and dislocation density in silicon crystal during the cooling process. The simulation results showed that the side insulation being immobile initially and then rapidly moving up was the most favorable for the cooling process due to the low thermal stress and dislocation density were obtained. The optimized design was implemented in casting experiments, and the experimental results showed that the high-performance multi-crystalline silicon ingot had a lower dislocation agglomerates density. The average conversion efficiency of solar cells was about 0.05% higher with the optimized cooling process (18.43%) than with the original cooling process (18.38%).
Introduction
Solar cells based on HP (high-performance) mc-Si (multi-crystalline silicon) have been widely used in photovoltaic market due to well-balanced relatively high conversion efficiency and low casting cost. However, HP mc-Si obtained using directional solidification contains many dislocations, an increase in dislocation density especially electrically active dislocation agglomerate density reduces the conversion efficiency of solar cells. As the inhomogeneous temperature distribution in the large-size crystal, the thermal stresses are inevitable. When the internal stress in the crystal is larger than the plastic yield stress, the amount of dislocations increases multiplicatively. It has been reported that dislocation density rapidly increased during the cooling process [1, 2] . To reduce the dislocation density, it is very necessary to optimize the cooling process.
Many researchers have investigated the evolutions of thermal stress and dislocation density during the cooling process. Nakano et al. [3] investigated the effects of the cooling rate on dislocation density, and they found that the maximum dislocation density was decreased and that of residual stress was increased during a fast cooling process. Wang et al. [4] found that the dislocation-free regions and thermal stress were significantly affected by the bottom insulation motion, and deemed the sinusoidal motion of the bottom insulation is probably better for the improvement of the ingot quality. Zhou et al. [5, 6] proposed a modified cooling process with lower temperatures of both thermocouples 1 and 2, and they found that the final dislocation density could be reduced significantly with the modified cooling process. Wang et al. [7] investigated the effect of gas velocity on the thermal stress during the cooling process, and concluded that a fast gas inlet at the initial cooling changing a slow gas inlet at the later stage of cooling by a certain ramping-down rate is conducive to reduce the stress level. Some improved
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Silicon Ingot during Cooling Process 90 designs of cooling process were proposed by numerical simulation in previous reports. However, there is a lack of casting experimental support to the simulation results. Furthermore, few detailed studies on the effects of the side insulation on the thermal stress and dislocation density during the cooling process have been conducted. In this paper, four new designs based on existing cooling process were put forward to obtain a better cooling process for the HP mc-Si industrial production. The HAS (Haasen-Alexander-Sumino) model was applied to analyze the effect of the position of side insulation on thermal stress and dislocation density in silicon crystal during the cooling process. The casting experiments were also carried out, the dislocation agglomerates density of silicon wafers and the conversion efficiency of solar cells were all evaluated.
Experimental and Numerical Methods
Model Description
A JZ660 DS furnace was used in the experiments, as shown in Fig. 1 . It consists of top and side graphite heaters, a quartz crucible, a graphite susceptor, a heat exchange block, a gas shield, insulations, thermocouples, and partition blocks. Specially processed quartz granules were first paved across the entire bottom of crucible with a volume of 1,040 × 1,040 × 540 mm 3 , and then a Si 3 N 4
The CGSim transient global model was used for the simulations presented in this paper, and it has been verified in our previous studies [8, 9] . In the numerical model, the furnace was assumed to be a 2-D axisymmetric based on the real DS system, and the model took into account the thermal conduction, thermal radiation, melt convection and gas flow. The melt was regarded as a Newtonian fluid, and the inert argon gas was treated as an ideal gas and incompressible, and all of the radiative surfaces were assumed to be diffuse gray. Other descriptions of the model have been given in our previous publications, including the numerical mesh settings of each furnace part [8] , the physical parameter settings of each material [8] and the algebraic turbulence model for melt convection [10] . The temperature at the crystallization interface was set to 1,685 K, a steady global simulation was first performed, and then an unsteady global simulation was performed.
was coated on the inner wall of the crucible. About 810-kg Si feedstock was loaded into the prepared crucible to produce a silicon ingot with a height of 350 mm.
Unsteady computations were performed with taking into account the stress relaxation. Thermo-elastic stress model was used to analyze the thermal stress 
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Silicon Ingot during Cooling Process 91 distribution during the solidification process [11, 12] . The crystal was assumed as isotropic and the Von Mises stress was used to reflect the thermal stress. The process of dislocation formation related to plastic deformation was quantitatively described by the HAS model [13] . In the model, the total strain ij ε is assumed to be subdivided into components as follows: 
where ij δ is the Kronecker delta and ρ is the crystal density depending of absolute temperature T .
In this paper, 0
T is set to 1,685 K.
The total strain ij ε is related to the displacement 
In Eqs. (4)- (8) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Side Insulation Design
After the crystal growth process, the hot zone was
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closed by descending the side insulation, and then annealing was begun. After the annealing, the cooling process was implemented. The side insulation would be open and the heater's power supply was turned off during the cooling process. Five cases were considered for the side insulation, as shown in Fig. 2 . The total cooling time was 14 hours, and the final displacement of side insulation was 28 cm (the upward direction was defined as the positive direction). The displacement of the side insulation increased up to 28 cm at 8.5th hour and then kept still in Case 1 (the cooling process of industrial production); it increased up to 28 cm at 5.5th hour and then kept still in Case 2; it increased uniformly up to 28 cm at 14th hour in Case 3, initially slow and then fast in Case 4; it was firstly maintained at 0 from 0 to 5.5th hour, and then increased up to 28 cm uniformly in Case 5. Besides the displacement of the side insulation, all other conditions were kept identical during the cooling process in all cases. gradually increased and then tended to be constant with increased cooling time for the both cases. In comparison with Case 1, the rate of propagation of the dislocation density for Case 5 was lowest among Cases 2-5, and the maximum dislocation density for Case 5 was lower than that of Case 1. This was agreed well with the distribution of von Mises stress. To summarize, the case 5 was the most appropriate cooling process among all the cases. As the side insulation was closed during the early stage of case 5, the ingot temperature may be higher after 14 hours of cooling time. Thus, the temperature of TC2 at the end of cooling process was compared between case 1 and case 5, as shown in Fig. 6 . At beginning of cooling process, the temperature reduction of TC2 in case 5 was much slower than case 1. But after 14 hours of cooling time, the difference of TC2 temperature was little, and it was only 15 °C. It meant that the cooling time of case 5 was only a little longer than the case 1.
Results and Discussion
Simulation Results
Fig
Experimental Results
The simulation results indicated that the Case 5 provided the most favorable experimental conditions for the cooling process of HP mc-Si, because it achieved the lowest thermal stress and lowest dislocation density. Cases 1 and 5 were selected as representative experiments to cast HP mc-Si ingots. Each ingot was cut into 36 bricks, according to the number of contact surface between crucible and crystal, the bricks were marked as bricks A, B and C, and the corresponding numbers of contact surface between crucible and silicon crystal were 3, 2 and 1, respectively, as shown in Fig. 7 .
As the maximum dislocation agglomerates density appeared in the central of ingot, brick C15 was chosen to test the dislocation agglomerates density. In the PL image of silicon wafers, the ratio of dark patterns area to the whole wafer area represents dislocation agglomerates density level [7] , which could be used as evaluation criterion to track dislocation propagation trend along the growth direction. As shown in Fig. 8 , 
Conclusions
Numerical simulations were applied to analyze the effects of the side insulation on thermal stresses and dislocation density in silicon crystal during the cooling process. The simulation results showed that initially closed side insulation and then rapidly moved up was most favorable for the cooling process as the low thermal stress and dislocation density were obtained. In order to validate the simulation results, case 1 and case 5 were all applied into an industrial scale DS furnace. The experimental results showed that the Case 5 was the optimal cooling process as a lower average dislocation agglomerates density of silicon wafers and a higher average conversion efficiency of solar cells were acquired.
